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CHAPTER V

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION

Conclusion

Based on previous chapter of analysis Leo character there are several conclusion

that be summarize from the analysis. The result characterization that found on the

data base on five of personal intelligence on emotional are:

-Self-awareness in this film has appeared three times sequence, as it can be

identified in data finding 1, 4 and 9. One of the example of self-awareness in data

1 when Leo tried to get back his wife again no matter how hard that he will face in

the future he try to prove his vow to his wife even he know that its will make his

heart hurt.

-Self-regulation in this film has appeared once as it can be identified in data

finding 2 when Paige wake-up from coma and she didn’t recognize Leo as her

husband anymore but as her doctor in that case Leo tried to understand on what

happen to Paige.

-Self-motivation in this film has appeared once as it can be identified in data

finding 3 when the scene showed the desire of a man who wants who to win

happiness in love, he wants to rebuild the love that was lost because of the

accident that befell to his wifeand the dominant character of Leo is seen enormous

passion that wanted to make Paige fall in love again with Leo.
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-Self-empathy in this film has appeared once as it can be identified in data finding

6 when Leo try to save all things that he build with Paige but in other side Paige

make Leo a stranger in her life.

-Social skills in this film has appeared three times sequence, as it can be identified

in data finding 5, 7 and 8. One of the example of social skills in data 7 when his

father in law talk with Leo about Paige, that her father want to make a divorce but

in other side Leo tried to make his father in law understand and Leo didn’t want

make a divorce until Leo say that his father in law is a coward.

Can be concluded that the basis of psychologicalis emotion because

emotion plays an important rolein the formation ofa person's character. With the

emotion our attitude can be evolve.

Suggestion

In analyzing a literary works especially using psychological theory based

on Sigmunf Freud there are so many aspects to analyze for instance, the character

as this research attempt to explore. Because psychologyrelated with thesystem

neurotik in human body for example emotion. Emotion is an abstracf from

emotion human can think and move. Because every aspect in this word in human

body come from emotion because emotion that move the system sistem in human

body such as angry, paint, stress and etc.

Based on this research the author has analyzed the character of Leo when

he was struggle with his problem of marriage. Basically as a man in facing

problem of marriage must have a big patience, because thought of a male different
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with thought from female. In this research the author hope can be continue

because the author think that literary works using psychological approach still

deficient in some aspect such as the plot, theme and etc.

Thus, it is expected that the readers can understand about the

psychological aspect, the emotion, and how to express feelings, such as love. It is

also expected that this research can give lots of contribution to how people aware

enough to the aspect of emotion found and analyzed in this movie to be able to be

implemented in social life. Therefore, each of the reader will have a glimpse of on

how they need to act based on the circumstances and also by understanding the

psychological aspect and the emotional aspect of each individual.
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